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Abstract: Every decision-oriented life cycle assessment (LCAs) entails, at least to some extent,
a future-oriented feature. However, apart from the ex-ante LCAs, the majority of LCA studies are
retrospective in nature and do not explicitly account for possible future effects. In this review a
generic theoretical framework is proposed as a guideline for ex-ante LCA. This framework includes
the entire technology life cycle, from the early design phase up to continuous improvements of
mature technologies, including their market penetration. The compatibility with commonly applied
system models yields an additional aspect of the framework. Practical methods and procedures are
categorised, based on how they incorporate future-oriented features in LCA. The results indicate
that most of the ex-ante LCAs focus on emerging technologies that have already gone through some
research cycles within narrowly defined system boundaries. There is a lack of attention given to
technologies that are at a very early development stage, when all options are still open and can be
explored at a low cost. It is also acknowledged that technological learning impacts the financial
and environmental performance of mature production systems. Once technologies are entering the
market, shifts in market composition can lead to substantial changes in environmental performance.
Keywords: ex-ante life cycle assessment; emerging technology; technological learning; technology
diffusion; review; case study; theoretical framework

1. Introduction
The purpose of life cycle assessment (LCA) can differ across studies, but in most cases the target is
to provide information for decision support, aimed at the achievement of a more sustainable society [1,2].
Once a decision is made, its implementation requires time and the outcomes will only be evident
in the future. Therefore, all decision-oriented LCAs entail, at least to some extent, a future-oriented
feature. Nonetheless, to date, the majority of the LCA studies are retrospective in nature and do not
explore possible future effects explicitly. A key assumption in this case is that historical trends can
be considered as representative for forthcoming situations. But in reality, development is often a
non-linear process, including both continuous improvements and disruptive changes. Incorporating
a more nuanced analysis of expected future developments in LCA can therefore be essential. Such
future-oriented LCAs, referred to as ex-ante LCAs in this review, have received little attention so far.
There are exceptions though: some studies are anticipating possible future states given the rationale
that today’s technology performance is not always suitable for assessing future technologies [3].
Typically, such technologies are in an early stage of development, known as emerging technologies,
and they are not ready to enter the market yet. Depending on their technology readiness, they
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may exist as an industrial pilot, in a lab environment, as a proof-of-concept based on preliminary
simulations or even only as a basic idea. Multiple research cycles still have to be run through
before such technologies can become available at an industrial scale. Integrating LCA early-on in
the technology development process can improve the understanding of the implications of design
choices on the environmental performance of a technology [4]. This is desirable, as such decisions
can have a far-reaching influence on the future success of a technology, because they can prevent
environmental burdens and unsound investments at a low cost [5]. In fact, the earlier LCA results
can be integrated, the better. A drawback is that only limited data and knowledge on the technology
under development is available at this stage. This is also known as the design paradox or Collingridge
dilemma [6]. Moreover, the final goal of an LCA of technologies under development should not be
the assessment of the environmental performance of emerging technologies at a lab or pilot scale,
but to achieve this for the potential future technology at an industrial scale. An ex-ante approach is
indispensable as well for a legitimate comparison of emerging technologies with their more mature
counterparts. So, a first relevant application of ex-ante LCA consists of assessing technologies at an
early stage of development. Ex-ante LCA can be used (1) to estimate the environmental profile of an
emerging technology on an industrial scale and use this information to steer further research efforts
and (2) to compare an emerging technology with an incumbent technology on an industrial scale.
The benefits of anticipating future situations are evident and—at least from a conceptual point
of view—generally acknowledged in the case of emerging technologies [4,7]. However, the concept
of ex-ante LCA should not be limited to emerging technologies. Two other applications of ex-ante
LCA are worth mentioning. First, all technologies and product systems evolve over time, even if they
are mature and abundantly available on an industrial scale for quite some time. It is well-known that
technological learning influences both the economic and environmental performance of production
systems. For example, the concept of learning (or experience) curves has been developed in order
to link empirically observed cost reductions of a technology to key factors such as the cumulative
production volume or the installed capacity [8]. If such cost reductions are triggered by an increase
in energy efficiency and/or by an optimised material management, it is likely that these factors
will improve the environmental performance as well. More formally, technological learning can be
described as a development due to an increase in knowledge that comes from more experience [8].
Second, once a new technology or product system is launched commercially, its market penetration
determines the magnitude of the environmental consequences in the total market mix [9]. This is also
known as technology diffusion, an analysis of the way and the rate that new products, services and
ideas spread [10]. For example, renewable energy technologies are typically considered as a more
environmentally sound alternative for fossil fuels, yet for the time being their potential benefits are
limited by their low market share [11].
The previous three applications, i.e., technology development, technological learning and
technology diffusion, are relevant for the technology or production system under study, which
is also known as the foreground system. Yet, the same logic applies to the entire economic system
as well, often referred to as the background system. This yields a fourth application of ex-ante LCA:
all background processes ought to be updated systemically when future states are explored [7,12].
For example, developments in the electricity sector can have a substantial effect on the environmental
profile of an emerging technology that appears to be energy intensive [13].
Despite the growing awareness of the importance of incorporating possible future evolutions
in LCA, the current implementation of ex-ante LCA is still rather limited and non-uniform.
This non-uniformity has resulted in the creation of a variety of definitions, concepts, approaches and
procedures, each of them targeting different future-oriented aspects. Therefore, the aim of this study is
(1) to clarify current definitions, terminology and concepts related to ex-ante LCA, (2) to develop a
generic theoretical framework that fits all four relevant applications of ex-ante LCA, (3) to categorise
practical methods and procedures on how to incorporate future-oriented features in LCA, based on
a broad selection of case studies, and discuss their position within the framework, and finally (4) to
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highlight some limitations and research opportunities. This study builds on and updates prior research
efforts of Arvidsson et al. [7] and Cucurachi et al. [4]. However, a more comprehensive review was
necessary to go beyond the analysis of emerging technologies only.
The main focus of this review is to identify the existing methods and concepts that include the
effect of technological and socio-economic changes in LCA. In this context, the three most relevant steps
as defined in the ISO 14040 series [14,15] are: a goal and scope definition, a life cycle inventory (LCI)
and an interpretation. A detailed analysis of the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) step is beyond the
scope of this review. Yet, for the impact assessment, two important topics can be observed in an ex-ante
context, namely the time-dependent evaluation of the assessed environmental performance [16] and
the lack of required data or relevant impact categories in case disruptive emerging technologies are to
be assessed, e.g., data on toxicity for nanotechnology [17]. More information about these topics can be
found in [18,19].
2. Methods
2.1. Taxonomy
Over the years, many names for several modes of LCA have been coined, such as attributional LCA
(ALCA), backcasting LCA (BLCA), consequential LCA (CLCA), dynamic LCA (DLCA), environmental
LCA (ELCA), etc., [20]. Some of these modes have seen their names changed over the years, which
has probably increased confusion. One of the most persistent debates in the LCA community is about
attributional and consequential LCA [21]. In the early days, consequential LCA was sometimes referred
to as prospective LCA, despite the fact that both a retrospective and a prospective consequential
modelling approach are possible [22]. The former assesses observed changes following a prior decision,
while the latter aims at exploring how a current decision will change future flows. Still, to date, some
studies define themselves as prospective LCAs when they mean to say they follow a consequential
modelling approach [23,24]. A similar reasoning applies to dynamic LCA, a mode of LCA that is often
associated with future states as well. The latter are studies “in which the temporal dimension is taken
into account in one way or another” [25]. Such studies are not future-oriented by definition, since both
empirically observed evolutions as well as expected temporal effects can be considered.
For modes of LCA that do account explicitly for possible future states, the terminology is also far
from homogeneous. First, a prospective LCA aims at exploring potential future life cycle environmental
impacts, typically using scenarios [26–28]. Second, an anticipatory LCA is defined by Wender et al.
as “a forward-looking, non-predictive tool that increases model uncertainty through inclusion of
prospective modelling tools and multiple social perspectives” [26]. The difference, they state, is that now
stakeholder values and/or multiple social perspectives are to be included in order to achieve responsible
research and innovation, while this is not a prerequisite for the aforementioned prospective LCA.
However, many studies that define themselves as prospective LCA do include multiple socio-economic
perspectives too [12,27,29]. A third mode is ex-ante LCA which “explores the future by assessing
a range of possible scenarios that define the space in which the technology may operate” [4]. But
Cucurachi et al. [4] put forward a narrower definition, based on the application of the study in question.
They considered an LCA to be ex-ante only when the upscaling of an emerging technology was
assessed or when an emerging technology was compared with the evolved incumbent technology at
an industrial scale. Note that the definition of the term emerging technology is subject to a similar
ambiguity as the taxonomy in LCA. It is used for technologies that have entered the market recently,
technologies of which the market share is increasing rapidly [30], as well as for technologies that
are still under development and are not ready yet to enter the market [31]. In this review, the last
interpretation was adopted. A more detailed discussion can be found in [32].
So, subtle but not consistent differences can be found between prospective, anticipatory and
ex-ante LCAs, mainly related to whether a social perspective is included or not. This review aims at
including as many relevant approaches, methods and techniques to explore and incorporate possible
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future states in LCA as possible. Therefore, the broadest interpretation is adopted and all these types
of modes will be referred to as ex-ante LCA in this study. The term prospective LCA is not used, so as
to avoid confusion with the early definition of consequential LCA.
2.2. Case Study Selection and Evaluation
In order to develop a generic theoretical framework that is able to incorporate the four applications
identified in the first section, both case studies and review papers were analysed. Fifty-two case
studies that define themselves as ex-ante, prospective or anticipatory LCA, complemented with LCA
studies that focus on technological change, were selected. Web of Science was used as bibliographic
database. After a first screening on the keywords ‘ex-ante LCA’, ‘prospective LCA’ and ‘anticipatory
LCA’ only case studies targeting the broad domain of environmental assessments were retained
for further analysis. Additionally, thirteen review papers were screened, together with a smaller
number of studies that analyse technological learning and technology diffusion. In the latter case,
only highly cited papers were included, given their importance in their respective research domains.
Incorporating technological learning and technology diffusion in LCA is currently still in its infancy,
and although the reviewed studies do not always have a direct link with LCA, they highlight interesting
research opportunities.
Based on an initial screening, the following criteria are therefore selected to classify and evaluate
the case studies. A first criterion is the level of technological maturity of the studied subjects. Two
commonly used scales for estimating this technology maturity are the technology readiness level (TRL)
scale and the manufacturing readiness level (MRL) scale [33]. The first scale focuses on functional
readiness, while the second includes the maturity of components or subsystems from a manufacturing
perspective as well. Both scales can be directly linked, since technology readiness is a prerequisite
for manufacturing readiness [34]. The TRL scale is a more widely applied system and will be used in
this study. Once a technology or a production system has entered the market, further developments
and optimisations will take place, due to learning-by-doing and learning-by-researching. To facilitate
comparison with technologies under development, technologies available on the market are assigned
a TRL of 9+ to emphasise their continuous improvements.
The second criterion relates to whether changes in the foreground and/or background system
are taken into account. In this review, the ‘management’ perspective on foreground and background
systems of the ILCD handbook is applied, which focuses on whether processes can be directly controlled
or influenced by the decision-maker [1]. The foreground system can be directly affected, the background
system cannot. The analysis of feedback loops from the foreground to the background system is an
extension of the second criterion.
The rationale of the system model forms the third criterion. In short, this can be summarised as
the choice between an attributional and a consequential modelling approach.
And finally, the exact modelling techniques of how technological changes and future states are
explored are the fourth criterion. These techniques are subdivided into three subcategories: technology
development (TRL < 9), technological learning (TRL 9+) and technology diffusion (TRL 9+).
Please note that this review will examine the case studies from a methodological point of view,
in order to gain insight into how future states are to be explored and to better understand the current
state-of-the-art of ex-ante LCA. It is important to note that this analysis is by no means a judgement on
the overall quality or the relevance of the reviewed case studies.
3. Results
This section starts with a description of the proposed framework (see Figure 1). Before zooming
in on the specific characteristics of the individual case studies and on how they fit into the framework,
some important observations on ex-ante LCA in general are presented first. Afterwards, the specific
procedures, techniques to collect data and concepts are discussed in detail per subcategory (technology
development, technological learning and technology diffusion). If techniques can be classified into
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contribution to the average or marginal technology mix. The same reasoning applies to technologies
that are already mature at t0 , such as the reference technologies and the background system. The only
difference here is that the main changes come from technological learning and changes in technology
diffusion, which should be estimated both at times t1 and t2 . In the ideal case, all the different
analysed parts can be linked, in the sense that current emerging technologies and/or improved mature
technologies can be integrated in the future background system at t1 and t2 . Note that evolutions in
the background system may include disruptive changes as well, but for the sake of the readability of
the figure, this is not shown explicitly.
As stated in Section 2.1, an ex-ante LCA of emerging technologies can have two goals: to streamline
technology development in an environmentally sound way and/or to compare a scaled up emerging
technology with an incumbent counterpart as a reference. In Figure 1 the second possibility is shown,
with the incumbent technology on the right-hand side (in orange). Of course, this reference technology
can be excluded in the first possibility, where the focus is on technology development. Moreover, the
use of this framework is not solely limited to the assessment of emerging technologies. In fact, it could
be used for all studies with some future-oriented feature: just exclude t0 , let t1 represent the current
state-of-play and choose for t2 a point down the line, depending on the temporal scope of the study.
In other words, in this case, a mature reference technology is considered as the technology under study.
The previous paragraphs have focused on changes of the assessed technologies and production
systems. In addition to the three technology-related aspects of the framework, there is a fourth one: the
selection of the system model. Various philosophies exist, and they differ mainly in the assumptions
they make about which suppliers or processes will be affected by a change in demand. An advantage of
the proposed framework is that it fits all approaches, including the two most discussed in the literature,
i.e., attributional and consequential LCA.
In the following sections, some general observations will be presented first. Then the techniques
to quantify the different components of the framework will be identified and discussed more in
detail, based on the input from the reviewed case studies (see Table 1). There is a wide variety of
approaches for modelling technological changes, ranging from very detailed technical procedures
to a more conceptual explorative development of storylines. To facilitate the examination of their
advantages and disadvantages, the approaches are categorised as concept, procedure and technique for
data collection. This categorisation depends on the field of application and type of output per approach.
Concepts reflect a way of thinking about what is possible and/or likely to happen. Procedures are
more a technical and delimited set of actions on how to model technological progress. Data collection
is about gathering the required input data. An overview of the identified methods and for which
TRLs they can be used is shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that a method can occur in more than
one subcategory. For example, Caduff et al. use power laws based on empirically observed scaling
relationships to scale windmills [35] and heating devices [36] which are both mature products, while
similar approaches are applied to model the scale up from lab to industrial size [37,38]. Also, often
several methods are combined per study. For example, one method is collecting data that are used as
input for a scaling method, in combination with socio-economic storylines.
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Table 1. Summary of properties review case studies.
Author(s)
Arvidsson and Molander [39]
Aryapratama and Janssen [40]
Bauer et al. [41]
Beltran et al. [12]
Bergesen and Suh [42]
Blok et al. [43]
Buyle et al. [44]
Caduff et al. [36]
Caduff et al. [35]
Chen et al. [23,45]
Cox et al. [46]
Delgado-Aguilar et al. [47]
Dick et al. [48]
Garcia-Gusano et al. [49]
Gavankar et al. [33]
Gibon et al. [50]
Healy et al. [51]
Hospido et al. [52]
Hung et al. [53]
Janssen et al. [54]
Katelhön et al. [55]
Kushnir and Sandén [56]
Liptow et al. [57]
Manda et al. [58]
Manda et al. [59]
Menten et al. [11]
Muñoz et al. [24]
Nordelöf [38]
Nordelöf et al. [37]
O’Brien et al. [60]
Patel et al. [61]
Pehnt [62]
Piccinno et al. [63]
Pini et al. [64]
Ravikumar et al. [65]
Ravikumar et al. [66]
Roes and Patel [67]
Shibasaki et al. [68]
Shibasaki et al. [69]
Simon et al. [70]
Spielmann et al. [29]
Tan et al. [17]
Tecchio et al. [71]
Van der Voet et al. [72]
Vandepaer et al. [73]
Villares et al. [74]
Villares et al. [75]
Walser et al. [27]
Wender et al. [26,76]
Yao et al. [77]
Zimmermann et al. [78]

Topic
Graphene production
Adipic acid production
Passenger vehicles
Electric vehicles
CdTe PV panels
Nanotechnology, smartphones,
energy production, paint
Construction products
Heat pumps and biomass furnaces
Wind turbines
Hydrogen production
Electric vehicles
Nanocellulose-enforced paper
Structural elements and engines
Electricity production
Carbon nanotubes
Concentrating solar power
Carbon nanotubes
Food products
Screening framework
Ethanol production from wheat straw
Chlor-alkali electrolysis
Fullerene and carbon nanotubes
Ethylene production from wood
Membrane filtration system
Antibacterial T-shirt
Energy system
Wastewater treatment
Power electronic inverter
Power electronic inverter
agriculture
But-1,3-diene
Renewable energy technologies
Liquid phase batch reactions
Self-cleaning coated float glass
PV panels
Recycling CdTe PV
Caprolactam production
Scale up of a generic plant
Scale up of a generic plant
LFP-CnF batteries
Transport systems
Cellulose nanocrystal foam
Bio-based plastics
Metals
Electricity production
Metal recovery from e-waste
Metal recovery from e-waste
Nanosilver T-shirts
PV panels
Ethylene production
Electric vehicles

TRL 1
3–4
3–4
9+
9+
9+

Technology Development

Technological Learning

Technology Diffusion

Changes
FG (∆FG )

Changes
BG (∆BG )

Feed-back
FG-BG

System
Model

ISB

PSS

PTT p

PTT i

S&E

PM

S&E

PM

LC

ea LC

SES

PM

SES

ICC

DA

+
-/+
+
-/+

-/+
+
+
+

-

ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA

-

-

+
-

-

-

+
-/+
-

+
+
+

+
+
+

-/+
+
+

-

+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+
-

-

-

-

+

+

-

n.s.

-

-/+

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

-/+

!

9+
9+
9+
4–5
9+
3–4
9+
9+
7–8
9+
3–4
3–4
3–4
3–4
7–8
3–4
5
9+
5
9+
9+
9+
3–4
9+
3–4
4–5
9+
9+
2
6–7
7–8
3–4
9+
3 and 4
3
9+
9+
2–3
2–3
3–4 and6–7
9+
4–6
9+

-/+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+

+
-

h-CLCA
ALCA
ALCA
h-CLCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
eq-CLCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
h-CLCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
eq-CLCA
h-CLCA
LCI only
LCI only
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
n.s.
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
h-CLCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA
ALCA

+
+
+
+
+
-

-/+
!
-/+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

-/+
-/+
-/+
-/+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
!
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
!
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
!
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+

!
+
!
-

+
-

+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

-/+
+
+
+
+
-/+
-

+
!
-

The TRL level is not specified in most of the studies. A range of possible levels is used when the exact level is undefinable. - = not included, /+ = partially included, + = included, ! =
mentioned but not included, TRL = Technology readiness level, ISB = Ideal system baseline, PSS = Problem solution space, PTTp = Proxy tech. transfer – process, PTTi = Proxy tech.
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3.2. General
Observations
appropriate.

In this section, some issues that apply to ex-ante LCA in general are highlighted. The first three
topics can be linked to the ambiguity of expectations on future evolutions. After a brief discussion on
the added layer of uncertainty in ex-ante studies, the implications of defining the functional equivalence
of a system under study and an incumbent technology are discussed. The third topic is how the
development of scenarios can be used to deal with this uncertainty. Additionally, the fourth topic has a
different focus and discusses the implication of selecting different system models.
3.2.1. Uncertainty
Ex-ante LCA deals with unknown future situations where predictions and estimations result
in additional uncertainties. They need to be added to the uncertainties of a conventional ex-post
LCA, such as those related to the unresolved problems in LCA, as listed by Reap et al. [79]. Other
sources of uncertainty can emanate from a lack of information on novel processes, spill-overs from
other industries, socio-economic evolutions, etc. In short: the fact that possible future states are
explored, inherently adds a layer of uncertainty. Therefore, the output of an ex-ante LCA should
not be interpreted as an absolute result but rather as an indication of what might happen [75]. In a
more general context of futures research, Glenn put forward that such research should not be judged
by whether these forecasts were right or wrong, but by their ability to help decision makers create
policy now [80]. How this uncertain context is usually dealt with in ex-ante LCA can be linked to
two philosophies about the strictness of delimiting the functionality of a system under study [75].
First and most commonly applied, is an engineering relationships approach with a certain degree of
predictability assumed to exist during the process of technology development. The main goal is the
assessment of how a predefined targeted functionality can be reached. In this approach, the existence
of a specific development path is assumed, excluding the uncertainties related to the choice for other
possible paths. For example, Manda et al. assessed innovative materials and finishing techniques with
antibacterial T-shirts as the clearly targeted output [59]. Secondly, as an alternative, an exploratory
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approach aims at collecting and analysing contextual background information in order to define
plausible scenarios. In this case, defining the properties of the final output is part of the research.
More types of uncertainty are accounted for, potentially resulting in a larger discrepancy between
results. Nonetheless, valuable insights may be gained on research trajectories that were not envisaged
from the start. So far, this approach is basically only mentioned as a research opportunity; it is not
often applied. Nevertheless, it can prove to be very relevant in the case of low TRLs, among others,
to explore different pathways for industrial symbiosis. Indeed, design-based decisions may result in
by-products with unexpected properties, thus affecting potential interaction with other industries.
3.2.2. Functional Equivalence
The concept of a functional unit is central in LCA, as it forms the basis for a meaningful comparison
across alternative production systems or services. However, it is not straightforward to identify all
relevant properties of emerging technologies at an industrial scale based on lab information. At the
same time, these properties influence the identification of the best available technology providing a
similar function to that of the emerging one, which can be defined as the incumbent technologies or
the reference system. For emerging technologies to be able to compete with an incumbent technology,
a substantial improvement in performance is indispensable [4]. Such an innovation can lead to the
creation of unique properties of the emerging technology, which makes it hard to select the incumbent
technology with which to compare. It is likely that in many cases a one-by-one substitution is not
realistic. Healy et al. [51] compared several processes to produce single-walled carbon nanotubes on
a mass base, without specifying any application nor required function. They state that it is unlikely
that these materials will be directly substitutable in any application and suggest that future research is
needed, which may significantly alter the results. Jeswiet and Hauschild [5] state that new products
become more and more complex, with increasing functionality as a result. Sometimes there is even
a shift in functionality compared to previous generations of a product. This evolution hinders a
straightforward comparison of products. An additional challenge is that, during the process of
technology development, the initially targeted function can evolve, which in turn affects the incumbent
technology that is being compared. Villares et al. [75] suggest that synergies should be explored for
metal recovery from e-waste with existing treatment technologies, resulting in a system that may
require different feedstock materials and in- and outputs with different properties. This is a valid
approach to maximise the environmental performance, but the fact that for each change in final product
properties an alternative incumbent technology needs to be identified, is clearly a drawback.
When future states are compared, the same reasoning applies to mature technologies as well,
which in turn can affect the selection of the incumbent technology or reference system. Even though
less radical changes can be expected in the case of mature technologies, they do still evolve over
time. This can result in just an increase of their overall efficiency, but a more fundamental change in
functionality is possible too. For example, a smart phone cannot be directly compared to a traditional
cell phone [43]. Similar to the discussion of Section 3.2.2, both an engineering and an explorative
approach can be applied to identify the incumbent technology. However, Arvidson et al. [7] state that
the imagination of the analyst is a limiting factor, leading to the selection of an incumbent technology
that seems plausible in the current situation.
3.2.3. Scenario Building
To deal with uncertainties and issues on identifying the functional equivalence between
technologies and production systems, scenarios are indispensable in ex-ante LCA. Many authors
even state they should be included by definition (see Section 2.1). Again, different interpretations of
the concept ‘scenario’ appear in the literature. The SETAC-Europe LCA Working Group ‘Scenario
Development in LCA’ interpretation has been followed in this study, which states that most definitions
include three basic elements: the definition of alternative future circumstances, the path from the
present to the future and the inclusion of uncertainty about the future [81]. Different approaches have
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been observed to build scenarios that can be classified based on their conceptual strategy and on the type
of variables included. Pesonen et al. [81] define two basic strategies: what-if scenarios and cornerstone
scenarios. The first type is closely related to the engineering approach described in the previous section,
as it compares two or more options in a well-known situation. Typically, changes in efficiencies or
yields are assessed [39,47,58,59]. This approach is useful to identify hotspots for improvement, but it is
unlikely that radical new insights will be gained. The second type, the cornerstone scenarios, goes
further than comparing pre-set alternatives. It combines several divergent options to get an overall
idea of how the system under study and its context might evolve over time; so, it actually resembles
the exploratory approach. Such scenarios can suggest potential directions for future developments
and often take a much broader socio-economic context into account. Spielmann et al. [29] used a
formative scenario analysis (FSA) to develop cornerstone scenarios, including socio-economic key
impact variables such as technological potential, operation conditions, lifestyle patterns and transport
policy. Walser et al. [27] included variables focusing on technological development and trends in
environmental awareness. A second aspect on constructing scenarios relates to the type of included
variables [8]. Endogenous (or internal) variables are related to aspects within the system boundaries
of the system under study. Examples are: efficiencies in energy and material use, valorisation of
by-products, cumulative production or installed production capacity. Exogenous (or external) variables
cannot be changed by technology developers, yet such variables can affect future developments to a
great extent. Examples are: socio-economic trends and user preferences that can affect the acceptance
of a new technology and consequently the speed and depth of the market penetration.
A distinction between these two types of variables is rarely mentioned explicitly in the literature,
although the choice for one of them can affect the interpretation of the results. Rubin et al. [8]
illustrate this with learning curves of energy technologies and their effect on policy incentives.
Technological learning can be linked to the endogenous variables’ cumulative output or installed
capacity. A technology may improve through learning-by-doing as an increase in output can yield the
opportunity to make the production process more efficient. So from this perspective, policy decisions
should encourage the early adoption of the technology to reduce costs and environmental impacts.
Technological learning can also be related to time. In this case, time represents an exogenous variable,
assuming a technology will improve at a constant rate, independently of its deployment. In such a
scenario, the incentive is to postpone the adoption of an emerging technology and install it at a lower
cost in the future.
3.2.4. System Models
The rationale of the system model that links all processes in the foreground system depends on
the goal and scope definition of a study and determines how the underlying logic of cause–effect
relationships is modelled [22,82]. The choice for a specific system model is in most cases independent
from the three technology-related aspects of the proposed framework. Yet, some modelling approaches
touch on parts of it, such as an analysis of potential technology diffusion, for example. Therefore,
a brief overview of the properties of the most commonly applied system models is provided in this
section (more info can be found in [21,83,84]). Also, links with the three technology-related aspects
presented in the following sections are highlighted.
In the literature, a distinction is usually made between an attributional and a consequential
modelling approach. A major difference between them is that attributional LCA aims at describing
the environmentally relevant flows within the chosen temporal window, while consequential LCA
attempts to estimate how flows to and from the environment will change as a result of several possible
decisions [22]. But in relation to the ex-ante LCA case studies, this can be further subdivided into three
relevant system models [83,85]. First the attributional modelling approach includes all activities of a
supply chain and basically all studies follow this approach.
Second there is the heuristic consequential modelling approach (h-CLCA). It is best known in the
form of the four-step procedure of Weidema et al. [81] which describes how to identify the long-term
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marginal suppliers in perfectly elastic markets. A few studies apply this approach [13,24,44]. Also, the
industry cost-curve approach applied by Katelhön et al. [55] strongly resembles the general principles
of the work of Weidema et al. [84].
And finally, the equilibrium model-based consequential modelling approach (eq-CLCA) builds
on consumer utility maximisation, producer profit maximisation and market equilibrium [86].
The equilibrium is maintained through changes in the price for a commodity, while the impact
of a change in price on the market flows is quantified by the price elasticity [87]. In contrast to
heuristic consequential LCA, not only can the activities that will be affected by a change in demand be
identified, but also the market penetration after introducing a technology to the market. For example,
Menten et al. [11] assessed the effect of introducing a biomass-to-liquids technology to the French
energy system for a period from 2007 to 2030. A regional, technology-explicit, competitive partial
equilibrium model was used. It included the energy, transport and (parts of) the agricultural sector.
Technological improvements were considered as a constant improvement of the system efficiencies over
time. This study integrated technological learning (see Section 3.3), technology diffusion (see Section 3.4)
and a change-oriented modelling approach, based on price elasticities of supply and demand.
3.3. Technology Development
In this section, different techniques are discussed that can be used to upscale an emerging
technology to a potential installation on an industrial scale. Per technique, the range of relevant
TRLs is presented, as well as their categorisation as concept, procedure and technique for data collection
(see Figure 2 as well).
3.3.1. Ideal System Baseline (ISB)
What and how. Every study starts from a basic hypothesis, idea or principle based on a quantifiable
relationship. Chemical conversions can be examined by stochiometric or physicochemical models,
energy requirements by thermodynamics, etc. So even before the draft of a first proof-of-concept at
lab scale, it is possible to explore the theoretical potential of a new technology and to evaluate its
environmental performance. This potential represents the ideal system, with the highest yields and
efficiencies, so the corresponding environmental impact can be considered as the optimal baseline.
The ideal system baseline approach is very suitable for the lower segment of the TRL scale, starting
from level 1.
Evaluation. The relevance of the ideal system baseline approach consists mainly of being able to
provide an initial indication of the environmental profile, even before lab tests are started. This way it
can be used as a tool for an explorative approach. Of course, there is a very high level of uncertainty
in the outcome, since practical feasibility and unexpected trade-offs have not yet been considered.
Additionally, there is an inverse relationship between the level of detail (and therefore the amount of
computational work) in predictive modelling and the uncertainty, yet this is, to date, not quantified.
As an example, chemical innovations can be modelled by density functional theory (DFT), which is
very computationally intensive and therefore used for molecular scale interactions only. Molecular
dynamics, using force field calculations, should be used for higher scale predictions (to several
thousands of molecules), yet they are less accurate. Moving to higher scales, thermodynamics should
be combined with kinetic experiments to make process predictions. This includes potential losses by
heat and mass transfer limitations or another that can be modelled, increasing the predictive accuracy
but also the study intensity. In the literature, the ideal system baseline approach is also used as a
procedure to be complemented with other methods. Tecchio et al. [71] have estimated the theoretical
optimum for bio-based polybutylene succinate production by using a stoichiometric baseline. The data
obtained are then used as input for further calculations to estimate a more realistic situation on an
industrial scale (see Section 3.3.4). Piccinno et al. [63] on the other hand start from a catalytic reaction
for heated liquid phase batch reactions. They link the separate chemical steps to similar processes on
an industrial scale, making it possible to estimate the environmental profile on an industrial scale (see
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Section 3.3.3). The ideal system baseline approach is also used to set a range of values in sensitivity
analysis, i.e., to define yields, efficiency, etc., [67,76].
3.3.2. Problem Solution Space (PSP)
What and how. This concept starts from an ill-defined problem definition and explores possible
applications of the system under study [75]. Its main purpose is searching for interesting opportunities
and analysing unexpected functionalities during the early development, rather than working towards
a clear target. This is a design approach that is recognised as the co-evolution of problem–solution
space (or problem-solving space) [88]. In contrast to an engineering approach, the concept of the
problem solution space requires much more creativity to identify unconventional opportunities and
forces the practitioner to accept incompleteness, vagueness and ambiguity [89]. In fact, this concept
can be applied during the entire process of technology development, though it is particularly relevant
for low TRLs that explore many different pathways at low cost.
Evaluation. The main benefit is that opportunities that were not envisaged from the start are not
neglected throughout the development process. However, expert judgement is essential in combination
with the ability to imagine what is possible and to look beyond current practice. Despite being
identified as a promising concept, the problem solution space has only seen very limited applications
to date. Villares et al. [75] introduce this idea from a conceptual point of view without applying it;
they link it to an exploratory approach. In a less extreme way, this concept is taken into account by
Blok et al. [43] to define functionalities of emerging technologies, and by Wender et al. [76] to combine
stakeholder opinions with direct research efforts.
3.3.3. Proxy Technology Transfer—Process (PTTp )
What and how. Technologies under development rarely rely completely on new processes. Instead
they are often a novel application of existing processing techniques or, at least, they show strong
similarities. A process-based proxy technology transfer is a procedure to scale up technology from lab to
industrial scale, starting from the inventory of existing production processes but with novel techniques
replacing existing ones. Input and output can be computed based on estimates of efficiencies, yields
and material flows. For example, the conversion from batch processes on a lab scale to continuous
processes on an industrial scale can be estimated based on existing continuous production lines. This
approach usually starts from lab experiments (TRL 3), but it is possible to start from the input of an
ideal system baseline approach as well. This was demonstrated by Piccinno et al. [63], who included
an extensive inventory of relevant proxy processes for continuous production starting from heated
liquid phase batch reactions on a lab scale.
Evaluation. The advantage of the process-based proxy technology transfer is that lab scale
information can be enriched with data on relevant production techniques on an industrial scale when
it comes to highlighting the hotspots for improvement and to estimating the final production system.
On the other hand, such an engineering approach is relying heavily on the knowledge of current practice,
so some less obvious opportunities might be overlooked. Villares et al. [74,75] link lab tests on metal
recovery from e-waste using bioleaching to state-of-play processes of the mining industry to extract
metals from low grade ores. They conclude that the environmental impact when upscaling from lab to
full scale will reduce by a factor ranging from two to ten depending on the considered impact category.
Nonetheless, the impact of this innovative system will remain three orders of magnitude higher
compared to a mature pyrometallurgical system. A similar approach is applied by Simon et al. [70]
studying nanofibers for lithium iron phosphate cathode applications. They conclude that the emerging
system has a considerably greater environmental impact compared to the current practice. Both
studies focus on direct scaling of the processes, without making additional improvements or taking
opportunities for industrial symbiosis into account. Muñoz et al. [24] apply the process-based proxy
technology transfer in an assessment of solar-assisted thermal energy recovery from wastewater. They
find that the emerging technology will outperform the current practice from both an environmental
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and a financial point of view. The difference with the work of Villares et al. [74,75] and Simon et al. [70]
is that the thermal energy recovery technology actually is a combination of two emerging technologies
with a higher readiness level. Therefore, more data are available and multiple optimisation rounds
already have been run through, resulting in a better environmental performance that can even compete
with the incumbent alternative.
3.3.4. Proxy Technology Transfer—Impact (PTTi )
What and how. An alternative way to include information of existing but similar technologies
is to focus on their environmental impact instead. Tecchio et al. [71] propose a procedure, shown in
Figure 3, to estimate the environmental impact on an industrial scale by interpolating between the
environmental impact on a lab scale (worst case) and the ideal system baseline (best case). For a mature
technology, it should be possible to compute the environmental impact on a lab and an industrial scale,
as well as the theoretical impact of the thermodynamic ideal situation. For the emerging technology,
only data on the lab scale and a theoretical optimum are available. The relationship between the three
data points is transferred from the mature to the emerging technology to estimate the impact on an
industrial scale. A similar range of TRLs can be addressed, as in the case of the process-based proxy
Sustainability 2019, 11, x
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3.3.5. Scaling and Extrapolation (S&E)
What and how. One of the most applied procedures is scaling and extrapolating from a lab scale to
an industrial scale, based on a chosen ratio and assuming a certain degree of predictability. A scaling
relationship can be defined for an entire installation or for its individual components separately. Scaling
and extrapolation can be used both for modelling technology development and for technological
learning. In the latter case, the focus is more on economies of scale (e.g., larger plant sizes [90]) and size
of products (e.g., larger wind turbines [35]). Scaling mature technologies is more straightforward as
there is a lower degree of freedom to modify the design. Also, there is sufficient information available
on the current production process. In contrast to the assessment of emerging technologies, results can
now be validated based on empirical observations as well.
Evaluation. The use of scaling and extrapolation comes in many different forms. The simplest
approach is to scale linearly from a lab scale to an industrial scale, yielding identical impact per unit of
output. This system-wide linear scaling is applied regularly [24,48,57,64,69], although little insight
can be gained with it. More relevant is the inclusion of small non-linear scaling effects, obtained by
estimating changes of a limited set of relevant variables such as efficiencies, yields, etc., [39,51,56,63].
Defining separate scaling factors for individual components and/or processes enables the determination
of the optimal size when a product or a production system is to be upscaled. Caduff et al. [35,36] did
this based on empirical power laws for windmills and heating devices, making a distinction between
size-dependent (scaled) and size-independent (unscaled) flows. Nordelöf et al. [37,38] scaled all parts
of an automotive power electronic inverter unit linearly, yet with a different slope per part.
3.3.6. Participatory Methods (PM)
What and how. Participatory methods seek the insights and opinions of experts and stakeholders.
The underlying philosophy is that the future is too complex to be analysed with rational models only,
while expert judgements may rely on intuition and visioning as well [91]. Input can come from a
single expert or a group of experts. In the latter case, assessment techniques range from structured
to subjective judgement techniques. For example, the Delphi method is a structured communication
technique enabling a group of experts to reach consensus on an interactive way. Focus groups on the
other hand usually aim at an open discussion among experts and stakeholders [80]. In ex-ante LCA,
participatory methods are mostly used as a way to collect data. To a lesser extent they occur in the
development of cornerstone scenarios that take into account possible socio-economic trends.
Evaluation. The main advantage of data collection with participatory methods is that it is a relatively
easy and straightforward approach. In complex situations with a high level of uncertainty, it can even
be the only way to collect relevant information. A disadvantage may be that the experience gained
by the experts is closely connected to current practice, which may not always result in representative
information for future situations. Participatory methods require creativity and an uninhibited vision
on what might be possible. A second downside is that it is very hard to validate results if they are based
on expert opinions. Additionally, since every opinion involves value choices, it is almost impossible to
derive completely neutral and objective data. Nonetheless almost all reviewed case studies rely on
expert judgement to some extent, but mostly without accounting for the corresponding uncertainties.
3.4. Technological Learning
This section will present techniques to model continuous improvements of mature technologies.
Both scaling and extrapolation and participatory methods are applicable in this context as well, but their
evaluation will not be dealt with (see Figure 2 and Section 3.3).
3.4.1. Learning Curves (LC)
What and how. Once a technology is operational on an industrial scale, experience is gained on the
current practice. This experience can be used to optimise the system, usually from a cost perspective.
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The two most important aspects in this case are learning-by-doing and learning-by-researching.
The basic technological learning model was first introduced by Wright in 1936 [92], who observed that
each time the cumulative production of airplanes had doubled, the cost per unit had dropped with a
fixed rate. More generally, the cost of a technology C at time t can be described as an exponential function
involving the initial cost C0 , the cumulative production x at time 0 and t and an empirically observed
learning parameter b, as shown in Equation (1) [42]. In later research, two-factor learning curves
were introduced, including both learning-by-doing and learning-by-researching [30]. Rubin et al. [8]
and Jamasb [30] provide a comprehensive overview of the current state-of-the-art. Learning curves
typically model cost reductions, but they are relevant from an environmental point of view as well.
Cost savings can indeed be caused by a fall in labour costs as well as by a more efficient use of energy
and materials.
!b
xt
Ct = C0
(1)
x0
Evaluation. The main benefit of incorporating learning curves in LCA is the possibility to account for
the empirical evidence of technological improvements. This is especially relevant for the exploration of
future states in the background system, which mainly consists of mature technologies. Beltran et al. [12]
link an integrated assessment model to the ecoinvent database in order to compute a consistent
ex-ante LCA background database; it is illustrated by a case study on passenger vehicles. Global
single-factor learning rates are derived from the Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environment
(IMAGE). In this study, technological changes are largely governed by endogenous mechanisms based
on cumulative capacity. In addition, some exogenous factors are accounted for too, such as spill-over
effects from other industries. Both technology and market changes for the electricity production
technologies are considered, with the latter as the most influential parameter regarding the total
change of impacts. The importance of market changes over technological improvements is amplified
for more ambitious climate scenarios that are consistent with the two-degree goal of the United
Nations [93], since the use of renewable energy technologies is primarily affected. Bauer et al. [41]
included learning effects exogenously, as a constant improvement rate per year. Learning curves are
models that usually focus on cost reduction. However, Louwen et al. [94] estimated empirical learning
rates for photovoltaic panels based on cumulative capacity for costs, cumulative energy demand
(CED) and global warming potential (GWP). From this empirical evidence, it was observed that cost
reductions can be linked to reductions in environmental impact. This means that cost reductions
may not only be achieved through increasing labour efficiency, but by material and energy efficiency
improvements as well. A disadvantage of learning curves is that they are used to analyse empirical data
and therefore are ex-post by definition. Another drawback is that they have high data requirements,
which may complicate the implementation of two-factor learning curves [30]. Learning curves also
reflect aggregated observed trends, so it is difficult to trace the causality that triggered the technological
improvements [42].
3.4.2. Ex-Ante Learning Curves (Ex-Ante LC)
What and how. The disadvantage of learning curves being ex-post by definition can be partially
eliminated by extrapolating them based on the expected changes in production volumes or installed
capacity. In this way, endogenous factors of technological learning can be linked to exogenous
socio-economic trends that affect the demand and the corresponding market penetration for the
technology under study. However, the remarks as for scaling and extrapolation apply here as well,
namely that ex-ante learning curves start from the assumption that observed learning rates can be
representative for future situations. This issue could be overcome by adapting the empirical learning
rates, for example based on expert opinions that account for expected trends.
Evaluation. Ex-ante learning curves allow for applying analytic quantitative models in a much
broader explorative context. For example, they can be based on certain cornerstone scenarios to
estimate future production volumes or the installed capacity. Only a few examples could be found
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in the literature. De Wit et al. [95] explored the potential for future cost reduction due to learning in
dedicated wood production systems, by a breakdown of costs based on current practice (bottom-up)
and experience curves based on long-term evolutions (top-down). These derived learning curves
are combined with demand projections to estimate at what point minimum costs could be reached.
Similar to the general learning curves, cost reduction may lead to improvement of the environmental
performance as well. But how cost-based learning curves can be translated to environmental learning
curves remains a challenge.
3.4.3. Socio-Economic Storylines (SES)
What and how. Socio-economic storylines aim at shaping a broader context by exploring different
economic, technological, environmental and social realities [96]. Such exogenous variables can have a
significant effect on the development, acceptance and diffusion of a new technology. Socio-economic
storylines are generally a result of qualitative participatory methods such as stakeholder workshops
and interviews. They are relevant in complex situations where the level of uncertainty is high or
where the information cannot be entirely quantified [96]. In a conventional LCA, this type of scenario
typically falls outside the direct system boundaries of a production system, yet in an ex-ante context,
this information should not be neglected.
Evaluation. The inclusion of socio-economic storylines is useful if major societal changes are
expected and especially in the case of strongly interlinked systems. Currently, such storylines are mostly
applied to include scenarios for future energy systems [41,46,50,72] and sometimes only relate to the
input of a specific part of the study. For example, by including the cornerstone scenarios as developed
for the IEA World Energy Outlook [97]. Beltran et al. [12] go a step further: they link an integrated
assessment model to ecoinvent and apply consistent scenarios at the level of an entire background
database. In their study, such an approach delivered promising results, but at the same time, it was
shown that the approach can be very data intensive, which undermines its general applicability.
3.5. Technology Diffusion
Once a technology is ready to enter the market, its market penetration over time is usually estimated
with the help of economic models. Nonetheless, from an environmental point of view, the analysis of
technology diffusion is highly relevant as well. Changes in the composition of market mixes can have
a greater effect on the total environmental impact, compared to the effects of technological learning. In
this section, techniques to model technology diffusion will be presented. Both participatory methods
and socio-economic storylines are applicable in this context as well, but their evaluation will not be
dealt with here (see Figure 2 and Sections 3.3 and 3.4).
3.5.1. Diffusion Analysis (DA)
What and how. In recent decades, many models have been developed to estimate the market
diffusion after the introduction of a new (or improved) technology. Sharp and Miller [98] distinguish
two types of approaches, namely macro- and micro-level models. The Bass model, a well-known
example of a macro-level model in use since the 1960s, has gradually been enriched over the years.
This model describes the interaction between current and potential adopters of a new product [9].
Such models estimate the aggregated overall market penetration and the corresponding timeframe,
in the tacit assumption that the population is homogeneous [98]. For the assessment of the adoption
behaviour of individuals in a heterogeneous population, micro-level models such as agent-based
modelling are more appropriate. Such models define relatively simple decision rules for individual
actors to simulate complex situations.
Evaluation. Both the micro- and macro-level models have already proved their worth to assess
market penetration; still, they have barely been implemented in an LCA context. They are typically used
as a commercial tool to estimate the market penetration of a new technology or product in combination
with the effect of variables such as advertisements. But they are not yet used for computing future
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market mixes in environmental studies. So far, diffusion analysis is only mentioned as an interesting
research opportunity. It has not been tested in a case study yet [43,76].
3.5.2. Cost-Curves (CC)
What and how. Cost-curves are a micro-economic technique to plot the production capacity and the
costs of an entire industry. Typically, cost-curves are used to set prices, depending on the production
capacities of the various producers, the production cost per producer and the total demand for a
product [99]. Besides, cost-curves can be used to model the substitution of competing technologies as
well [55] and also to evaluate strategies to reduce emissions relative to a reference scenario, including
the costs and benefits [60]. Incorporating cost-curves in ex-ante LCA make it possible to identify
environmental impacts of the market mix for a certain product by linking data from individual
technologies to their total expected sales volume.
Evaluation. Cost-curves allow estimating market mixes based on costs and the expected market
situation. The main advantage of this procedure is that, in a reasonably straightforward way, market
mechanisms can be accounted for if one has to estimate the market penetration in the long run.
However, if the aim is to go beyond the use of cost-curves as a price setting tool, environmental aspects
have to be taken into account from the start of a study. This can be difficult for technologies that have
just entered the market and can even become a real challenge in the case of emerging technologies.
Katelhön et al. [55] state that, for all assessed values of the sales volume, the introduction of oxygen
depolarised cathodes for chlor-alkali electrolysis to the German market will result in an environmental
benefit. However, an identical increase in production will result in a much greater reduction of the
global warming potential for low aggregated sales volumes compared to high aggregated ones. Based
on a combination of a marginal abatement cost curve analysis and LCA, O’Brien et al. [60] assessed
strategies to reduce agricultural greenhouse gas emissions for Ireland. They concluded that measures
to increase efficiency were cost-effective, measures on land-use change were cost-neutral and that
technological interventions were cost prohibitive in most cases.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
There is increasing attention being given to ex-ante LCA, mainly addressing emerging technologies.
However, this trend is accompanied by a proliferation of definitions, concepts and methods. Therefore,
the purpose of this study is to clarify terminology and to structure current practice by introducing a
general framework that fits recent research efforts. Unlike previous work on ex-ante LCA, the proposed
framework includes the entire technology life cycle, from the early design phase up to continuous
improvements of mature technologies, including their market penetration. This approach not only
facilitates the comparison of different studies, but it also allows for a categorisation and evaluation
of the applied techniques, concepts and procedures in order to assess technology development,
technological learning and technology diffusion. Additionally, it can assist in the determination of
eventual knowledge gaps or research opportunities.
It is generally acknowledged in the literature that integrating LCA early-on in the technology
developing process can steer design choices towards a maximisation of the final environmental
performance of a technology. However, to date, only a few studies focus on integrating environmental
aspects at low TRLs. The ideal system baseline approach is the only observed procedure that is
applicable from the formulation of the first ideas on, albeit with only a few applications. There
is room for improving this approach to include modelling techniques that estimate more realistic
process conditions, by combining for instance molecular dynamics with macro-scale kinetics, and
mass and heat transfer calculations. Yet, this requires further study, and the link between various
techniques used and reduced uncertainty is unclear to date. Additionally, the explorative approach as
proposed by Villares et al. [75] looks promising for examining possibilities for low TRLs as well, at least
from a conceptual point of view, but it lacks implementation. Most studies focus on very narrowly
defined system boundaries to exclude uncertain aspect, but as a result, unexpected yet promising
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research opportunities might be overlooked. Relevant in this context is the story-telling approach of
Tan et al. [17], who included multiple research iterations of a single technology: they carried out two
simulated and two experimental stages. The storyline provides insight into how practical problems
were tackled in each iteration from the very start and how this affected further research efforts.
Many research efforts focus on learning curves of cost reductions, and some of them have already
observed a correlation between cost reduction and improvement of the environmental performance of
a technology. Nonetheless, a research opportunity is to structurally incorporate technological learning
in ex-ante LCA in order to investigate the system wide environmental consequences of technological
developments. It is essential to model the total observed cost reduction of a technology, as a result of
the combined learning effect related to the direct inputs to a technology such as materials, energy and
labour [98]. Such a component learning approach is relevant to identifying the learning effect of each
input, which is useful for complementing the cost estimates with environmental impact estimations.
For example, Bergesen and Suh [42] decompose technological learning into subcomponents and then
identify changes in (1) the quantities of direct inputs required, (2) the direct value added, (3) the
quantities of intermediate inputs required by products upstream in the supply chain and (4) the
supply value added. The first and the third points are especially of interest for the assessment of the
environmental performance. To streamline such research efforts, Huenteler et al. [101] distinguish
between two categories of products that define the learning potential. For mass-produced products
and commodities (e.g., PV panels), early product innovations are followed relatively quickly by a surge
of process innovation with learning-by-doing as the main driver. Complex products and systems on
the other hand (e.g., windmills) have a longer initial period with competing product architectures,
while afterwards the focus of innovation shifts to different parts of the product, rather than from the
product to process innovations. In this case, learning-by-researching is the main driver. Both Bergesen
and Suh [42] and Huenteler et al. [101] focus on decomposing technological learning, which is essential
to assess environmental issues.
The lack of transparency is a general issue in many LCAs, but it is even more pronounced in an
ex-ante context. Considering future situations, many assumptions are needed to explore potential
developments. One would expect that all assumptions made are clearly described and justified. Yet
in many studies, not all information on how a technology was scaled up is disclosed, for reasons
of confidentiality [17,27,33]. The same remark applies when expert judgements are used. These
can be a valuable input, yet without being able to discuss or validate such information a study
becomes more or less a black box with little added value. Understanding the insights gained during
technology development and validating the applied methods and concepts are often more important
than obtaining the final numeric results. For example, disclosing information about (partially) failed
research iterations instead of presenting only the final results would certainly be useful in the field of
ex-ante LCA, as demonstrated by Tan et al. [17]. There is a clear need for transparent data presentation,
which is definitely possible as, for example, is shown by Muñoz et al. [24], Caduff et al. [35,36] and
Villares et al. [74,75].
Three other research opportunities deserve to be mentioned here: the combination of different
aspects of the framework, a diversification of studied topics and the incorporation of innovative
technology into the corresponding business models. Up to now, few studies have combined
changes in both the foreground and the background system or have explored potential feedback
mechanisms. The authors also do not know of any ex-ante LCA study that covers all three aspects of
the proposed framework, namely technology development, technological learning and technology
diffusion. Regarding the assessed topics, the technology development of energy systems, electric
vehicles and nanotechnology is often assessed, just as technological learning is in energy systems.
An opportunity would be to broaden the field of application of ex-ante LCA. Finally, in this work the
focus is on technological evolutions over time. Therefore, a last research opportunity would be to
dig deeper into how such technology is expected to be used in the future. As a result of the growing
attention for the circular economy concept, alternative business models relying on sale-and-take-back,
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lease and pay-per-use contracts could be explored in combination with the expected technological
evolutions [102].
To conclude, ex-ante LCA has the potential to influence technology development from the very
start and to lead research efforts towards maximisation of the final environmental performance. Also,
ex-ante LCA should not be limited to technologies under development alone, as mature technologies
may still improve over time as well, sometimes with changing market shares as well. Additionally,
aiming to include ex-ante LCA at lower TRLs can provide interesting design opportunities. This review
has tried to present an overview of the different aspects of ex-ante LCA by introducing a generic
framework and has linked this framework to an overview of practical concepts and procedures.
However, further research will have to focus on refining these methods and procedures, with special
attention for validation and transparent communication of the results and the underlying assumptions.
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